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Searches for supersymmetry (SUSY) often rely on a combination of hard physics objects (jets,
leptons) along with large missing transverse energy to separate New Physics from Standard Model
hard processes. We consider a class of “double-invisible” SUSY scenarios: where squarks, stops and
sbottoms have a three-body decay into two (rather than one) invisible final-state particles. This
occurs naturally when the LSP carries an additional conserved quantum number under which other
superpartners are not charged. In these topologies, the available energy is diluted into invisible
particles, reducing the observed missing energy and visible energy. This can lead to sizable changes
in the sensitivity of existing searches, dramatically changing the qualitative constraints on super-
partners. In particular, for mLSP & 160 GeV, we find no robust constraints from the LHC at any
squark mass for any generation, while for lighter LSPs we find significant reductions in constraints.
If confirmed by a full reanalysis from the collaborations, such scenarios allow for the possibility of
significantly more natural SUSY models. While not realized in the MSSM, such phenomenology
occurs naturally in models with mixed sneutrinos, Dirac gauginos and NMSSM-like models.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the successful operation of the LHC at 7 and 8
TeV energies, experimental results have now probed the
energy regime well above the weak scale. While the in-
credible agreement of the Standard Model is a major suc-
cess of particle physics, the absence of any clear signs of
new physics challenges our basic assumptions about nat-
uralness. In particular, it is expected that a top partner
should be present to cancel the leading quadratic diver-
gence to the Higgs mass. As a consequence, a hadron
collider such as the LHC should be capable of copiously
producing such top partners and any other associated col-
ored particles. Specific arguments within supersymmetry
for a stable R-parity odd particle, and more generally
for a stable T-parity odd particle [1] motivate a robust
search strategy for jets+missing energy. Such searches
have shown no sign of the excesses expected of squarks at
several hundred GeV (see, e.g., [2–7]). As a consequence,
there is a greater movement to reconsider naturalness en-
tirely [8–16].
Technically natural models can still be found by re-
stricting the low energy spectrum to the minimal con-
tent needed in order to avoid fine-tuning of the elec-
troweak scale (generally stops and Higgsinos with a cut-
off) [17, 18]. While such scenarios can achieve technical
naturalness, they are often ad hoc in removing other par-
ticles from the spectrum (such as unflavored squarks).
The weak scale may still be generically natural, how-
ever, if these jets+MET signals are hidden within Stan-
dard Model backgrounds. Since large missing transverse
energy (MET) is what generally distinguishes these sig-
nal events from multijet backgrounds, the simplest pos-
sibility is to deform this class of signals by converting
MET into visible energy, and hadronic energy in partic-
ular. This is realized simply through hadronic R-parity
violation, for instance [18, 19]. Detailed questions of fla-
vor violation and baryon number conservation constrain
these models [20], but even more pertinent are the con-
straints from high jet multiplicity searches [21, 22] on
how well such models hide SUSY.
A second approach is to kinematically suppress missing
transverse energy with the presence of nearly degenerate
states. This could arise by squeezing the spectrum of
squark and bino, for instance, through an accidental de-
generacy of the spectrum. Alternatively, “stealth” SUSY
models [23, 24] invoke an approximately supersymmetric
dark sector to achieve this degeneracy. Both of these
approaches attempt to suppress the missing energy by
converting as much of the available energy into a visible
form. This is successful in suppressing the efficiency of
jets + MET searches, but can make other (often dedi-
cated) searches more sensitive, such as [25–27].
In this Letter we will consider an alternative possibil-
ity - that one can “dilute” the final state energy into
many invisible particles, and in doing so, obscure signals
of New Physics. Momentarily counterintuitive, a brief re-
flection on the kinematics of the process will make it clear
why this suppresses the sensitivity of existing jets+MET
searches.
A. Hiding Missing Energy in Missing Energy
The most conventional scenarios in SUSY involve cas-
cades that conclude with a neutralino LSP. In such cases,
these cascades generally end with only a single invisible
particle - e.g., a single squark will cascade to a single
R-parity odd neutralino and (mostly) visible energy oth-
erwise. However, this “single-invisible” aspect of SUSY is
particular to scenarios like the MSSM where the LSP only
carries a single quantum number or parity (in this case
R-parity). If the LSP carries a second conserved quan-
tum number not shared by the mother particle, then,
to conserve that, there must always be a second stable
particle in the cascade (for instance, the R-parity even
partner of the LSP). If this particle is invisible, the total
amount of missing energy can be increased.
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FIG. 1: HT and ET6 distributions for squark pair production in the Single-Invisible and Double-Invisible scenarios. In this
example, mq˜ = 400 GeV and mLSP = 100 GeV.
A simple example of this exists already in the MSSM:
the sneutrino. Cascades must always conclude with not
only the sneutrino, but also an associated lepton. In the
case where that lepton is a neutrino, there are two in-
visible particles in every cascade. Considering the decay
of a squark in particular, we can have q˜ → qB˜ followed
by B˜ → ν˜ν. In this case, with an on-shell Bino decay-
ing invisibly, there is no phenomenological difference with
simply having a Bino LSP.
In contrast, if the Bino is off-shell, the squark will un-
dergo a 3-body decay, q˜ → qν˜ν, where the energy is now
shared with two invisible particles. The simplified model
that one can consider is one that simply replaces the sin-
gle invisible decay with a multi-body decay with two in-
visible particles. We refer to such a scenario and related
simplified models as “double-invisible.”
While one might think that increasing the multiplicity
of invisible particles in the final state would increase the
sensitivity of jets+MET searches, the opposite is actu-
ally true. This is because the extra invisible states di-
lute the energy of the visible particles. Since MET (ET6 )
is a vector-sum of visible energy, the increase in miss-
ing (scalar-sum) energy leads to a decrease in missing
(vector-sum) energy. We can see an example of this in
Fig. 1. These changes naturally have a significant impact
on SUSY searches.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SENSITIVITY ON
DOUBLE-INVISIBLE SIMPLIFIED MODELS
Generically, SUSY searches for colored superpartners
are optimized for standard (single-invisible) MSSM de-
cays. That typically entails hard cuts on missing energy,
hadronic energy and leading jets’ transverse momenta.
Such cuts substantially reduce backgrounds without com-
promising sensitivity to standard topologies. However,
hard requirements on kinematics can lead to a significant
reduction of signal efficiency for double-invisible topolo-
gies, as suggested by the distributions on Fig. 1.
In this section, we will attempt to recast [28] the lim-
its from ATLAS and CMS SUSY searches to the double-
invisible scenario. As we shall see, they are significantly
weakened, by our estimates by almost an order of mag-
nitude in cross section at times.
Before we lay out our goals, we should emphasize that
our limits should not be taken as precise limits, but as
our best current estimates, and as motivations for the
experiments to properly recast these limits themselves.
Secondly, we would argue that these limits motivate new
analyses, more optimized for these kinematics. As 13
TeV data may be more challenging to apply to these low
masses, such analyses should be a high priority prior to
the next LHC run.
We generate Monte Carlo events for double-invisible
simplified models and survey their constraints from rel-
evant ATLAS and CMS searches. In order to validate
our simulation and calculation of the experimental effi-
ciencies, we first attempt to reproduce the experimental
limits quoted by the searches. We only present our esti-
mated limits for analyses we were able to validate, i.e.,
whose results we were able to reproduce to within a factor
of two.
We simulate pair-production of colored superpartners
in Madgraph 5 [29], which are decayed, showered and
hadronized in Pythia 6 [30]. For a crude simulation of
detector response, we use PGS4 [31]. For searches requir-
ing b-jets, we have modified PGS’s b-tagging efficiency
as a function of the b-jet’s transverse momentum and ra-
pidity in order to more closely match the working point
used by the relevant searches.
For squarks and gluinos, we validated and recast the
searches in [5, 6]. The validated and recast analysis for
third generation squarks were [2–4, 7]. Other potentially
relevant searches will not be discussed in this note either
because we have found that they were not competitive
with the analyses listed above, or because we were not
able to validate their limits to a satisfactory degree. In-
stances of the former category are αT , razor and monojet
searches. We expect a lower sensitivity of the CMS αT
analysis in [32] due to its lower luminosity (11.7 fb−1)
and hard requirements on the transverse energy of the
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FIG. 2: CMS constraints on degenerate 1st and 2nd generation squarks for single- and double-invisible SUSY scenarios. ATLAS
constraints are weaker for this topology. The (shaded) yellow band corresponds to an ad hoc factor of two uncertainty in our
estimated limits.
two leading jets (Ej1,j2T ≥ 100 GeV). The CMS razor
analyses, at the time of writing of this letter, have not
been updated with the 8 TeV data. Even though we
might expect non-trivial 7 TeV razor limits to our sce-
nario, we do not expect that they will be stronger than
other 8 TeV hadronic analyses with higher energy and
four to five times more integrated luminosity. As for
the monojet analyses, ATLAS has a dedicated search for
compressed stops decaying to a charm quark and a neu-
tralino [33], excluding the very compressed region with
mt˜ . 230 GeV. Their limits can be straightforwardly re-
cast to eight compressed squarks of the 1st and 2nd gen-
erations, being roughly mq˜ & 360 GeV. We expect this
search to have a reduced efficiency on non-compressed
double-invisible topologies, and therefore can be ignored
for our purposes for not being competitive with the CMS
limits from [5]. The second category of searches not in-
cluded in this study, i.e., those we cannot validate, spans
searches that use multivariate analyses, neural networks,
boosted decision trees, etc., for which we do not have
enough information or tools to reproduce.
Fig. 2 shows our recast limits from [5] on degener-
ate 1st and 2nd generation squarks with 3-body decay
q˜ → qXX˜, where X and X˜ are invisible and mX = 0.
Gluinos are assumed to be decoupled. In the left plot, we
set mX˜ = 100 GeV and show the limit on the produc-
tion cross section as a function of the squarks’ mass (red
line). The shaded yellow band corresponds to an ad hoc
factor of two uncertainty in our estimates. We also show
the reference NLO-QCD production cross section (black
line) computed with Prospino 2 [34], the official CMS
limits on the standard two-body topology (purple line)
and our validation of the CMS limits (blue line). One can
see that for most of the squark mass range, the cross sec-
tion limits we find on the double-invisible topologies are
reduced by roughly a factor of 5 relative to their single-
invisible counterparts. Squark mass limits are weakened
from mq˜ . 800 GeV to mq˜ . 450 GeV assuming
mX˜ = 100 GeV, and disappear for mX˜ & 160 GeV, as
shown on the plot on the right, which contrasts double
and single-invisible constraints in the mq˜−mX˜ plane. In-
terestingly, our recast of the ATLAS jets+MET search [6]
on this topology yielded no constraint on squark masses,
regardless of mX˜ . That can be explained by the tight
cuts applied to the event selection, in particular to the
leading jet transverse momentum (pj1T ≥ 130 GeV).
Fig. 3 shows our estimated limits for 3rd generation
squarks in the mb˜/t˜ − mX˜ plane. Again we assume
mX = 0 for the purpose of illustration and add an ad
hoc factor of two uncertainty in our estimates, delim-
ited by the yellow region. We only display the limits
from [3, 7], which are the most sensitive to the topolo-
gies t˜→ tXX˜ and b˜→ bXX˜ (constraints from other 3rd
generation searches are shown in the Appendix). These
plots again suggest that bounds on stops and sbottoms
are substantially reduced for double-invisible topologies,
even disappearing for mX˜ & 120 GeV.
As previously mentioned, the limits just discussed as-
sume decoupled gluinos. If gluinos are kinematically
accessible, one has to consider additional colored pro-
duction, such as pp → g˜g˜, g˜q˜(∗) and q˜q˜ (the later be-
ing enhanced via t-channel gluino). That can substan-
tially increase the constraints on squarks, for instance
mq˜ & 1380 GeV formq˜ = 0.96×mg˜. Formq˜ = 500 GeV,
the gluino must be heavier than ∼ 2.5 − 3 TeV. Such a
separation could be natural if gluino and squark masses
are generated at a low scale, with m2q˜ two-loop suppressed
relative to Mg˜ (as occurs with Dirac gauginos [35]).
III. MODEL REALIZATIONS OF
DOUBLE-INVISIBLE SUSY
Model realizations of double-invisible SUSY are
straightforward (but not trivial) to construct. There are
two essential elements for the model: first, the LSP X˜
must carry some additional charge or parity (not shared
by other superpartners) so that it is always accompanied
3
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FIG. 3: Limits on 3rd generation squarks for the single- and double-invisible SUSY scenarios. As in Fig. 2, the (shaded) yellow
band corresponds to an ad hoc factor of two uncertainty in our estimated limits.
by an additional particle X carrying that same charge or
parity. Moreover, this additional particle must be neu-
tral. [43]
Having the appropriate final state is not enough, obvi-
ously, as the 3-body decay q˜ → qXX˜ must be the domi-
nant decay mode. If the only R-parity-odd and kinemat-
ically open channel is XX˜, then the double-invisible phe-
nomenology is realized fairly trivially. However, this dic-
tates a somewhat specific class of spectra, with squarks
the next-to-lightest sparticles. We would be interested in
exploring whether models can exist with additional light
sparticles but retaining the double-invisible phenomenol-
ogy.
It is fairly clear that for two-body decays to be sup-
pressed, the gauginos must be heavier than the squarks.
As discussed in Sec. II, for light squarks (mq˜ ∼ 500 GeV),
the gluino must satisfy mg˜ & 2.5 − 3 TeV. Such a sep-
aration between squarks and gluinos is most natural in
the context of Dirac gauginos, where the loop correc-
tions to the squark masses squared are “supersoft”, or
finite to all orders [35]. Moreover, in this scenario the
gluino t-channel contribution to squark pair-production
is suppressed [37, 38], further reducing limits on squark
production. Because Dirac gauginos seem to provide the
natural basic framework in which such phenomenology is
viable, we shall focus our model building efforts there.
We add to the MSSM Lagrangian terms
W =
1
Mmed
WαYW
′
αS + ySXX¯ +mXX¯, (1)
where 〈W ′α〉 = θD is an effective D-term spurion (which
may arise from the D-term of a hidden sector U(1)′ or
from a composite vector 〈D¯2DαX†X〉 = θF 2). We as-
sume the first term provides the dominant contribution
to the Bino mass. Note that while we have included a
mass term for X, the vev for S induced after EWSB will
generate a small X mass in the absence of an explicit
mass term. Note that we use ∼ to denote the R-parity
odd state here, but there is a choice whether that is the
scalar or fermion state (or, equivalently, whether to ex-
pand the definition of R-parity to include the X-charge).
Assuming sleptons are kinematically accessible, the
partial width for leptonic decays scales as Γq˜→qll˜ ∝
g4Ym
5
q˜/m
4
B˜
, while the double-invisible decay scales as
Γq˜→qXX˜ ∝ g2Y y2m3q˜/m2B˜ . The different scaling is due
to the fact that the Dirac mass insertion on the Bino
propagator flips to a right-handed state that has no cou-
plings to SM leptons [39]. Consequently, the branch-
ing ratio to charged leptons will fall as Br(q˜ → qll˜) ∼
(g2Ym
2
q˜)/(y
2m2
B˜
) and will be sufficiently suppressed for
mB˜ & O(TeV) and y ∼ O(1), allowing the double-
invisible phenomenology to dominate.
A. Displaced Scenarios
If squarks are the next-to-lightest R-parity odd super-
partners (X˜ being the LSP), another intriguing possibil-
ity arises, namely that of displaced decays. Since the
decay arises from a higher dimension operator, displaced
decays can be quite natural.
Rather than decaying the squarks through the Bino
portal as above, one can consider the Higgs portal, by
adding to the MSSM Lagrangian the terms
W = µHuHd + λSHuHd +mS
2 + ySXX¯ +mXX¯. (2)
The decay q˜ → qXX˜ will proceed either via mixing with
the Higgsino (and thus with an amplitude proportional
to y, λ, and the fermion’s Yukawa, yf ) or via the Bino
through its Higgsino mixing, and thus proportional to
y, λ and mZ/mB˜ . This raises the possibility that the
squark decay will be displaced. The phenomenology will
be similar to that in “mini-split” scenarios [14, 16], where
the gluino decays through a dipole operator to a gluon
4
and a neutralino. Here, however, such signals arise at
a lower energy scale, and the cross section magnitude is
set by squark pair-production, rather than gluino pair-
production.
B. N-Invisible SUSY
While we have focused so far on double-invisible SUSY,
it is straightforward to extend the scenario to a multi-
body decay with N invisible final-state particles. As
multibody decays are inevitably from higher dimension
operators, the displaced scenario is much more likely
here. Putting that aside for the moment (assuming the
intermediate states are sufficiently light to allow prompt
decays), we can consider a modification to the above
model with the additional terms
W ⊃ XY 2 +mY Y¯ . (3)
If the decay q˜ → qXX¯ is kinematically forbidden be-
cause, say, the scalar X is too heavy, then the decay
q˜ → qX¯Y Y will be the only allowed one, realizing a
“triple-invisible” scenario.
Admittedly, this particular model realization is some-
what contrived, and adding additional fields to achieve
four and five invisible particles in the final state may be
more so. Nonetheless, these are still logical possibilities
and warrant a recast of existing analyses, if not dedicated
analyses.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The successful run of the LHC at 7 and 8 TeV has
significantly constrained a large number of scenarios for
physics beyond the Standard Model. In particular, most
conventional SUSY models are tightly constrained unless
the majority of colored particles are above O(TeV).
Such limits can be dramatically alleviated in “double-
invisible” supersymmetric scenarios, in which squarks
3-body decay into a quark and two invisible particles,
rather than a single neutralino. Such scenarios are natu-
ral if the LSP carries a new conserved quantum number
(or parity) such that it must be produced with an R-
parity even partner.
In those scenarios, the total energy carried away by
the invisible particles is increased, diluting the visible
energy in the final state. While a (naive) paradox, this
increased invisible energy decreases the measured missing
energy, thus lowering the sensitivity of existing searches
to squarks decaying double-invisibly. In particular, our
recasts of the existing ATLAS and CMS searches indi-
cate that for mLSP & 160 GeV and mg˜ & 3 TeV, (un-
flavored) squarks, sbottoms and stops lack any robust
LHC constraints (in large contrast with the strongly con-
strained parameter space of their single-invisible coun-
terparts). Non-trivial limits still hold for lighter LSP
masses, mLSP . 160 GeV, though substantially reduced.
This goes counter to the conventional wisdom that col-
ored particles decaying into jets+MET are tightly con-
strained, unless a kinematical tuning suppresses the miss-
ing energy. At a minimum, this warrants a proper analy-
sis of these scenarios by the ATLAS and CMS collabora-
tions and, should those be as weak as our study suggests,
dedicated searches should be performed taking into ac-
count the modified kinematics. We emphasize that the
two limiting cases (mX = 0 and mX = mX˜) have no
additional parameters beyond the usual simplified mod-
els of squarks and neutralinos, making a thorough study
viable.
Models with “multi-invisible” phenomenology can be
constructed easily, but in particular find a natural home
with Dirac gauginos. While the Dirac gaugino frame-
work has its own issues [35, 40–42], the possibility of
light squarks and a genuinely “natural” weak scale re-
mains, motivating further study.
Regardless of whether the phenomenology presented in
this Letter is realized in nature, it highlights the impor-
tance of not assuming that the few-hundred GeV scale
has been thoroughly explored for colored particles. Es-
pecially as the LHC moves on to even higher energies,
it is essential to remain critical of existing searches to
make sure some subtlety has not caused us to miss New
Physics under our noses.
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Appendix A: Extra Constraints
In this Appendix, we provice further contraints on
double-invisible topologies from the searches we have val-
idated. Throughout the plots we assume that the R-
parity-even state is massless. The shaded yellow area de-
notes a factor of two uncertainty in our estimated cross
section limits.
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FIG. 6: ATLAS [6] constraints on colored production with degenerate 1st and 2nd generation squarks and gluinos kinematically
accessible. (Left) A fixed mass ratio mq˜ = 0.96 ×mg˜ is assumed. (Right) Squark masses are fixed to mq˜ = 500 GeV. In this
case, ATLAS does not provide official cross section limits in the single-invisible topology.
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FIG. 7: Additional constraints on stops from ATLAS seaches, which are less sensitive than [7] presented in Sec. II. (Left)
ATLAS stop search in the fully hadronic final state [2]. (Right) ATLAS stop search in the dileptonic final state [4], which was
originally interpreted in the t˜→ bχ˜+ topology, and for which reason we do not display our validation limits.
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